
Date: October 16st, 2022

Colby SGA Informal Meeting Minutes

*all minutes are paraphrased*

7:04 - Meeting Begins
7:04 - Attendance
7:07 - Working Group Individual Meetings
7:34 - Yik Yak Discussion

- Cat: Introduction to offensive comments on Yik Yak.
- Bibatshu: Sends Yik Yak screenshots to SGA GroupMe.
- Jackie: Posted screenshots to personal Instagram over weekend. Not the first time that

events like this have happened at Colby. These lead to longer and more controversial
events in the past. As a “Pugh kid” she is aware of the stigma that follows her, and
everyone knows that risk when they engage with their community in the Pugh Center.
People also say these things in person. 15 students responded on Yik Yak and then got
DM’s as well. We have this racist, classist, homophobic conversation often and it never
really comes to anything.

- Bibatshu: Similar sentiments to Jackie. Some people were being homophobic to Tufts
swimmers last year, and brought it to Class Dean’s attention. Had a good discussion, took
a survey, and voted to keep Yik Yak on campus. Don’t realize how great the effect is on
the targeted groups. Feels very horrible to be attacked. Love the campus and the people
here, but events like these make him question trust and sense of belonging. Not how we
want people to feel at Colby. We need tangible actions (posters, emails, etc. don’t seem to
be very effective). The administration also needs to take this seriously.

- Eddy: Was on SGA last year and remembers the discussions. It is definitely a bad thing,
but not realistic to say that we can ban Yik Yak on campus. Not possible to remove the
app on phones. Can be banned on Wifi, but that will not remove the people who cause the
problems in the first place. Banning Yik Yak just shoves the problem under the rug.
Would be willing to make the posters again.

- Tiger: Eddy raises a good point. Banning the app will encourage those to use it with
cellular service. Banning is not the perfect solution. Core tenant of current goals is to
make Colby as accessible as possible. First gen himself and knows how it feels to be an
outsider. Would never want anyone to feel that way. The main reaction on Yik Yak is that
people are upset about the comments, which is a positive sign. They are downvoted right
away. No moderation besides the downvoting system. We cannot curate who is allowed
to say what. Don’t want to slip into the free speech issue overall. Uses Yik Yak as a
litmus test to see where the student body stands on social issues and thinks that we are
trending in a positive direction. Some people use it for good.



- Bibatshu: Was not implying that we should ban the app. Would not be a permanent
solution. Maybe we could do an event like Take Back the Night to discuss hate speech
openly. Important to spotlight those people and let everyone hear the stories.

- General support for Bibatshu’s idea.
- Christine: spoke with an academic advisor about how the school was thinking about

banning Yik Yak. Was originally a place of connection for freshmen, but once school
started it became a place for cyber bullying. Causes a lot of discourse on campus
considering how few people use it currently. Banning in the future would be good.

- Rory: Potentially have kids sign a waiver when they enter campus to not download or use
Yik Yak.

- Jackie: So be it if someone discusses her. It is a concern more for people who choose to
take action. Fears that these people will eventually take action. Don’t want to be left in a
reactive place instead of a proactive place.

- Tiger: There have been platforms like this in the past and there will continue to be in the
future. Maybe it would be better to find a different platform now. Think Civil Discourse
where things weren’t anonymous.

- Tara: During the election Yik Yak was brutal to her. Also had laundry stolen recently and
was the butt of every joke. A very negative experience.

- Cat: Wants to ban Yik Yik. It feels very hurtful. It would solve some issues of feeling
horrible in the moment but would not solve the overarching issues. It is not worth it for
the funny and cute comments on the app. Understands that this is not everyone’s view
and that this isn’t a perfect solution.

- Cole: Yik Yak isn’t fully encrypted. Yik Yak moderators can actually trace posts back to
an IP address and find out who created them. This would definitely discourage people,
but might also be difficult.

- Emily: Likes the TBTN event idea. May not scare people away but would give people a
safe space to discuss it. People don’t currency acknowledge Yik Yak in public.

- Alexandra: For the people who aren’t against banning it: what will be lost? Cellular
service on this campus also isn’t great, so it may discourage some people from using the
app. The people that give them an audience would be less inclined to read the comments.

- Tiger: Doesn’t think that banning it would be a greater benefit. What if there is an
alternative that is worse?

- Maggie: Could be a start if we all delete it and tell our friends to do the same.
- Tiger: We could all post nonsensical things and get people to stop using it out of

annoyance.
- Lily: Doesn’t have Yik Yak. Doesn’t impact her because she chooses not to listen to it or

absorb it. You can choose to ignore it. “If someone isn’t brave enough to put their name
next to something that they say, it is not worth reading.”



- Christine: Some people spread lies for fun.
- Jackson: No hate November. This could be great in conjunction.
- Sarah: Just banning it without concrete next steps seems like virtue signaling. Changing

the culture behind it is a better way.
- Cat: Next steps. Tiger and Cat are meeting with Karlene, Barbara, and Jon Mark to think

about game planning. Why isn’t it already banned? Look into IP addresses. If anyone
feels strongly about attending that meeting they are welcome.

- Christine: Is the Pugh Center planning to take any action?
- Jackie: Kim, Kyle, and leadership definitely don’t know that this happened.

8:02 - Final Remarks
- State of the College tomorrow at 5pm. Be there!

8:03 - Meeting Adjourned


